Newport Road, Niton, Isle of Wight, PO38 2NS

Fun Showjumping Sunday 18th August 2019
Classes Start 10.00am
Class 1. 6-12 inch Jumping Led or unled. A one round competition with the last 4 fences timed.
Class 2. 12- 18 inch Horse & Hound Dash. Complete one round on horse back before dismounting, swapping your horse
for your hound and completing a shortened course on foot. Places determined by the quickest time with least faults.

Class 3. 18 inch - 2ft Pairs relay jumping. First competitor completes the course passes through the finish barrier then the
second competitor starts their round, the time finishes when the second rider passes through the barrier. The pair closest to the optimum
time and with the least faults win.

Class 4. 2ft Jumping. A one round competition with the last 4 fences timed.
.
Class 5. Novice Accumulator starting at 18inch. A course of jumping obstacles which progress in height, width &
difficulty. One point for obstacle No1 cleared, two points No2, three points for No3 etc. No point awarded for a fence knocked down, 4
points deducted per stop, run-out, circle etc. There will be an alternative fence alongside fence No 8 known as the joker, you can choose to
jump this fence instead of No8, it will be higher than all the other fences, clear it for an extra 20 points but knock down or refuse and you
will have 20points deducted. The round will be timed so in the event of equal points, placing will be determined by the fastest time.

Class 6. Novice Chase me Charlie starting at 12 inch. One fence that will increase in height each round. A Knock down
or refusal will result in you leaving the competition.

Class 7. 2’3 Jumping. A one round competition with the last 4 fences timed.
Class 8. 2’3 -2’6 Pairs jumping. First competitor completes the course passes through the finish barrier then the second
competitor starts their round, the time finishes when the second rider passes through the barrier. The pair closest to the optimum time and
with the least faults win.

Class 9. 2’6 Jumping. A one round competition with the last 4 fences timed.
Class 10. 2'9 Jumping. A one round competition with the last 4 fences timed.
Class 11. Intermediate Accumulator starting at 2’6. 8 jumping obstacles which progress in height, width & difficulty.
One point for obstacle No1 cleared, two points No2, three points for No3 etc. No point awarded for a fence knocked down, 4 points
deducted per stop, run-out, circle etc. There will be an alternative fence alongside fence No 8 known as the joker, you can choose to jump
this fence instead of No8, it will be higher than all the other fences, clear it for an extra 20 points but knock down or refuse and you will
have 20points deducted. The round will be timed so in the event of equal points, placing will be determined by the fastest time.

Class 12. 3ft Jumping. A one round competition with the last 4 fences timed.
Class 13. 3'3 Jumping. A one round competition with the last 4 fences timed.
Class 14. Open Chase me Charlie starting at 2’6. One fence that will increase in height each round. A Knock down or
refusal will result in you leaving the competition.

A full range of Refreshments will be available throughout the day

Conditions of Entry:
*No entry fees will be refunded without a vet or doctors certificate.
*Competitors must be 4 years old and over, age to be calculated from the 1st of January in year of birth.
*Correct dress is preferred however smart (plain sweatshirt and light breeches etc) will be accepted.
*Hard hats correctly secured and to current standards must be worn and fastened at all times whilst mounted.
*All classes are open to Horses and Ponies, Riders of any age.
*Horses / Ponies must be 4 years of age or older age to be calculated from the 1st of Jan in year of birth.
*The organisers reserve the right to refuse or cancel entries made by any person if they deem fit to do so without giving any due reason.
Classes may be cancelled, amended or amalgamated if the organisers deem it necessary.
*The organisers of this event have taken all reasonable precautions to ensure the health and safety of everyone present. For these
measures to be effective everyone must obey the instructions of the organisers and stewards at all times and take all responsible
precautions themselves to avoid and prevent accidents occurring.
*The landowners organisers and their stewards shall not accept any liability or be held responsible for an accidents injury illness loss or
damage to competitors, horses/ponies owners, spectators, their property and or vehicles or any other person or property whatsoever in
connection with or arising from this event.
*Judges decision is final.
*Dogs must be kept on leads at ALL times

Entries close on the Friday before each competition
Entries will be accepted on the day at £1 extra per class. Competitors who have pre-entered &
wish to enter further classes on the day of the show will only pay the £7.50 original entry fee
price.
Entry fee: £7.50 a class except Pairs classes (3 & 8) £10
£5.00 Clear Round
£2.50 First Aid per rider (Provided by Event Medical)
Entries/Payment accepted by:
*Cash
*Online payments (debit and credit cards) accepted via www.kingatesequestrian.co.uk/events
ENTRY FORMS CAN BE PRINTED AND RETURNED VIA POST TO KINGATES EQUESTRIAN, NEWPORT ROAD, NITON,
ISLE OF WIGHT, PO38 2NS.
ENTRIES WILL ONLY BE ACCEPTED VIA THE ABOVE METHODS PLEASE DO NOT TRY TO ENTER VIA TEXT/
FACEBOOK MESSAGE.
Photos are taken at all our events, if you do not wish for them to be taken please make a member of staff aware.

For any queries please contact Dawn Norris 07527684642 or dawn@kingatesequestrian.co.uk

